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ABSTRACT
Prominent features of the double beta decay processes

mrm reviewed. Emphasis is placed on the neutrino masi

and the quasiparticle randoa) phase approximation

(QRPA). The suppression mechanism for the fi/i-decay

transition rates, proposed by Vogel and Zirnbatier, is

found to be closely related to the restoration of SU(4)

symaetry. It is sugqfrsted that the extreme sensitivity

of the /?/r-decay « >plitude on the proton—neutron

coupling is a con * vmce of the explicit violation of

the SU(4) symmeti t JJ d therefore an artifact of the

model. A presc/l«tion is given for fixing this

interaction strwi ,th within the QRPA itself, which in

this way acquire predicting power on both single and

double p-tímc»y 1>fetimes.

Invited talk at the International Workshop on Hadronic Matter,

01inda/R»cife, Brazil, August 14-18, 1989.



A.INTRODUCTION

Both the theory of the nuclear double beta iftfi) decay and

its experimental history have been extensively discussed in the

literature CPri 81, Hax 84, Doi 65, Ver 86, Cal 86, Bil 87, Lev 87,

Hut 88, Ros 88, Avi 88]. Thus, these topics Mill be omitted

Mhenever not indispensable for the clearness and the

self-consistency of the present talk.

The flfl decay is one of the rarest processes in nature,

with a half-life of the order of - 10s0 years or longer. It became

observable only «then the single fl decay is forbidden energetically

or strongly suppressed due to a large change of spin. It is the

pairing force Mhictv Makes even-even nuclei «tore bound relative to

the neighboring odd-odd nuclei. As an example the flft decay from

***Te to ***Xe is tfhown in Fig. 1.
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Fig.l Mass spectrum of isobars with mass number A-128 [Led 78}.

Decay modes of ground states *r» given. The /9^-decay is the only

possible mode for Te.



These second order processes can take place through two

different decay modes which *rm intimately related to the

neutrino-antineutri.no distinctions

1.Leoton conserving process SJift The flff-decay can be considered

as a two step process

i» •» p • e • u

i» • p • e * v

2n • 2p • 2e" + 2v

ort (A,Z) * (A,Z*2)+ 2«
A-2

and is described within the standard electroweak model by second

order perturbation of the V-A weak Hamiltonian H , independently of

whether neutrinos »rm Oirac lumu) or Majorana {v~v) particles,

massive or massless. However, when v and u arm different particles

the emission of two electrons must be accompanied by two

antineutrinos.

2. Leo ton number violatino process tflfí )_. For the case in which

there exists only one type of electron neutrinos the double ft decay

can take place according to the schemei



n • p • e • v

u • n -» p • e" (if

2n • 2p • 2e~ • 2u
A-2

or» (A,Z) - (A,Z-*-2) + 2e . *>

Here it is assumed that a virtual neutrino is emitted in the first

step and absorbed in the second. The net result is that only two

electrons »rm emitted and therefore the lepton number is not

conserved. It should be emphasized that when m «0, i. e., when the

helicity is a good quantum number, and the lepton weak current is

of pure V-A type, the helicity projection operators

1/2, (l.i)

ensure that the emitted antineutrino and the absorbed neutrino are,

respectively, left-handed (LH) and right-handed (RH); that iss n •*

p • e" • ?*M, and uLH * n -» p • e". Consequently, even when the

neutrino is * Majorana particle {vv), the 0Pov decay will not take

place unless at least one of the following conditions is fulfilledi

a) neutrinos mre massive (the m part), or

b) the right-handed (V+A) current coexists with the left-handed

(V-A) current (the i) part).

Th« diagrams in Fig. 2 illustrate these two possible mechanisms for

the Pftou decay.
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Fig.2 Diagrams of two possible Mechanise.» for flfl decay. At each

virtoi th» handedness of th* weak currmt, V-A (LH) or V+A (RH) is

indicated.

In ordsr to giv» a «ore quantitative support to tn» abov»

•antionsd «tatmants M» adopt h«r» th« fol lowing effective weak

interaction Haailtonian

H jj • h. c. (1.2)

where 6 is the weak coupling constant,

(1.3)

is the lepton current» and

(1.4)

is the left-handed (V-A) hadronic current. The transition amplitude

for a (ift decay reads



where i,a,f, and e",e~ denote, respectively, the initial,

intermediate, and final nuclear states and the final electron

states( v stands for the intermediate neutrino state. The lepton

part of the amplitude n* is written as CDoi 85]t

(lepton)
OI/

, d4q .-**-*»
I • • •• . • • e(x)r (m L • i N / ^ J r V l y ) ! (1.6)
J (2n)* q* - m* a " • P

where the line connecting w(x) and p(y) means the contraction,

which is allowed if the neutrino is a Major ana particle; the symbol

C stands for the charge conjugation (see bellow), and the following

relations have been employed L(q*V • m )L * • L and L(q*V • m )R

• m^R. From the relation (1.6) it is now clearly seen that the (ifl

decay will take place only when vmu and when one or both of the

conditions a) and b) mrm satisfied. The eq.(l»6) shows that for a

massive neutrino, the transition amplitude is proportional to the

factor

"u / < q* " ml}'
Thus, for small neutrino mass the amplitude becomes proportional to

the neutrino mass. On the other hand, for large neutrino mass the

amplitude becomes proportional to 1/m i. e. it is again

suppressed. The helicity mismatch between the main components of



the left-handed interaction is also avoided by an admixture i» of

th»> lepton non-conserving right-handed interaction (Fig.2.b).

While the main emphasis here will be given to the ft> and

fifi decay modes, a third type of flfl could be possible if a

messless 6oldstone boson, called the majoron, would existed. The

mejoron comas from a spontaneously broken global symmetry |Chi 80,

Bel 81, Beo 813 and give rise to the lepton non conserving process

(A,2) • CA,Z*2> • 2e~ • x* •

which will be designated as At .

Mhile there is at present no indisputable evidence for

neutrinoless 0(1 decay» the importance of this process for particle

and nuclear physics, mainly due to it» relationship with the

neutrino mass, justifies the effort invested by many groups in this

field. There mrm many o,>en questions in neutrino physics, such ast

Are neutrinos massive? If m *0 are neutrinos Dirac or Majorana

particles? Why does the nature favor only left handed currents

(»"O)? Do neutrino oscillations take place? Does the majoron

exist?» etc. The possibility that neutrinos have non-zero masses

goes beyond the standard model and is utterly related with the

grand unified theories (GUT), as well as with the astrophysics (

stellar cooling and stellar evolution, the propagation of neutrinos

in the interior of stars such as the sun or a supernova, etc») and

the cosmology ( the question of dark matter and the formation of

the universe, etc.).

On the other hand, since the ffft decay rate depends on
Of

one or more unknown parameters (neutrino mass, RH coupling constant

i), or majoron coupling) only the flfl process is in principle

calculable* and hence a comparison between experiment and theory



for the latter decay provides a aiuurt of the confidence one may

have in extracting those unknown parameters from flfl lifetime

its.

Until quite recently the observation of fifi decay has

relied upon the so -called geochemical methods by measuring the

abundance of daughter nuclei from flft decays of elements in

geological materials. In 1987 Elliott, Hahn and Hoe (Ell 87] have

observed for the first time /*»„, decay of #tSe into "*Kr by direct

counting method. This experiment is very important as it is

consistent with the geochemical measurements on "*Se and therefore

it lends considerable credibility to the other geochemical

determinations of the flfl life times ( in particular that of "*Te

and "°Te ). The next exciting goal would be the laboratory test of

fift decay and Rosen [Ros 88] has ended his recent article by

sayings " If seeing the first double beta decay events in the

laboratory is like hearing the first cuckoo of spring, then seeing

the first no-neutrino decay will be the crowning glory of

Until recently theoretical calculations of the pfltv decay

rates Mere systematically larger than the corresponding

experimental values; the discrepancy was particularly pronounced in

the *w'**oTe isotopes. Vogel and Zirnbauer tVog 86] have recently

made important progress in this regard. They have applied the

ouasiparticle random phase approximation fORPA) and shown that the

ground state correlations (GSC), induced by the proton-neutron (PN)

residual interaction, play an essential rol* in reducing the ftft

decay probability. In observing this suppression mechanism a

zero-rang» interaction was used and the consequences of the SU(4)

symmetry on the A amplitude were discussed in the context of a



itic aodel. Subsequent studies CCiv 87. Eng 88, Eng 88a, «ut

88, Mat 88a], aost of then perforaed with realistic effective

interactions, lead essentially to the sane conclusions «hen

evaluated within the OPJPn. irrespective of the force employ d. the

predicted life-ties* mrm very sensitive to 68C within the

particle-particle CFf>> channel. As an exeaple, in Fig. S

the calculated half-lives for u*Te and 1**Te CCiv 87). Is is st

that a einute variation of the paraeeter g . which ranoraalii

the PN interaction in the rP channel, gives rise to

variation in the half-lives. The saae effect appears in the

description of ordinary ft decay procassee C Cng 88a, But 88a) and

se far no satisfactory interpretation of this

put

i —

""*>-*••

.3 Tha calculated ft» decay half-lives as a function of g
e W ^pT

CCiv 87]. EKperiaental results mrm ir>dic«t9d «ithw by hatched

regions or lines with arrows and mrm taken from [Kir 86] and

8*] .
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Th» eie> of ti» present talk is to point out that th» exi

Utivity off the ffiMDii Teller 1ST} (W^ amplitude to eodel

is closely related to th» salf-consistency between the

tidual interaction and th» « w a f t B M R field, as «toll as to th»

iltiplet structure in spin and isospin spaco. Wm ouwr , it is

that physically asanin^ful nucloar pirniton, within th»

Zimbaur aodol CVDI} [Vo« ft»), ar» thoo» Mhich l«atf to

th» aaKioal restoration of th» Hignor SUC4| tyswtry. As a fras» of

r»f»r»nc», th» results for th» Forai (F) ^M aaplitud» and th»

isospin invorianco, will o» ussd CHir «•!.

On th» other hand, as th» nucloar physicists ar», in

ral, less familiar with th» issu» of neutrino oaasas. w» also

th» question of several acceptable ways to eodify th»

standard theory 'as to generate neutrino «eases. This aspect of fift

decay will discussed rather extensively following aainly a recant

article of Peccei CPsc W ) . .

PHYSICS mwoLvm in Ttai BQUBJL "ETA

Me adopt th» following conventions with respect to th»

charge conjugation CO

rc- Cr%*- ir*r • r • rTc , C2.D

where »T oanotas the transpose of » and r - rV°» In th» weyl

representation the y oatrices



I » o J • y " I o k o
fc J • 's " l o -, J (2.2)

We/ also us* the notation

(2.3)

N«utrino «as» terms of Dirac and Major ana tvp»

Th» Dirac-tvo» «as» connects th« left (L) and right (R)

coaponents of th* neutrino field vt

i2-4>

and the «ass eigenstate is

v m v * v , (2.5)
I* it

A Ha i or ana-tvoe mass connects the L and R components of conjugate

fields. In the notation of (2.3), we can have [Che 88]

\m* ™" • i "i ( Kvi * \vi ) i2-6a)

(2-6b)



Th» «ass eigenstates ar* then self-conjugate fields

n. » i/ • i*e i «,c » n.

(2.7)

The Dirac mass a results from the coupling of the

independent LH and RH fields» while Hajorana masses mv and m* arise

from the coupling of fields with their charge-conjugate fields.

Only the first kind of mass term is available for the charged

leptons, since Majorana masses would violate the charge

conservation. The mass coupling for neutrinos and electrons is

illustrated in Fig.4 [Mut 88a].

vx. *•

•:

Fig.4 Coupling schemes for neutrinos and electrons.

The inverted relations of (2.7) arei

Ln. \ " Rn » vl ' LJf' (2.8)

and when r matrix is applied to u, a and Jf fields one get»

11



k •

V

ri

Jf
» t

m

i «

v-
n" •v *• v

L. I
(2.9)

Clearly this changes th« sign of i , i 1 and •* in cqs. (2.4) and
D M M

(2.6).

Whan both Dirac and Major ana «ass t«r*s arm

siaultancously present Me havei

DM
h-c-

* « • [:)• :D M

(2.10)

After diagonalizing the mass matrix H w gat

t * mi ) ±
MM

» (2.H)

corresponding to the Majorana mass eigenstates (N - N*

N • a sind ,

N « a sin# • ^ cos9 y (2.12)

12



MÍ th

2 •
tan2» « E--- . (2.13)

l L

Th« eq. (2.10) can now be rewritten as

2.2fHass generation option» for neutrino in the SU(2)xU(l) model»-

Al though neutrinos play an essential role in the

8U(2)xU(l) model of electroweak in ter action-the standard model-

there is no compelling reason to introduce neutrino massas [Bla 61,

Wei 67, Sal 68]. As it is wall known, in this model the chiral

lepton fields v and u have different SU(2) properties, with v
i» a i#

being part of a SU(2) doublet and v being a singlets

*. (2,-1), 9n „ (1,-2), v „ (1,0) . (2.15)

The first entry in parentheses on the right-hand sidas of eq.

(2.15) Tt the dimensions*of the 8U(2) representations and the

second entries mrm U(i) hyper-charge Y - 2(0-T#). Within the

standard aodel also enters into the play the Higgs doublet ff • I?-1

^ (2,-1), whose vacuua expectation valua is responsible for

breaking down of SU(2)xU(l) + U d ) ^ .

The electroweak interaction acts only on the left-handed

neutrino v , while the right-handed neutrino u has no U(l)

interaction and therefore it is sterile under 8U(2)xU(l). Strictly

13



speaking there is no right-handed neutrino in the standard model

and M* cannot tell (up to not*) if u exists at all.

Thus* as w .» (2,+l) and u «, (1,O) the Oirac-type mass

ters is not allowed by SU(2)xll(l). However it can be generated by a

renormalizable Yukawa coupling with the Higgs doublet t, i. e.,

(2.16)

As t acquires a non zero vacuu* expectation value, <•>, Mith

t the Oirac «ass for neutrino CPec 89]

•* - r ^ * 250 GeV (2.17)

is generated as shown schematically in Fig.5. This mass ter« is

lepton number conserving since X, is invariant under
o

[:L [-1
(2.18)

It should be mentioned that since v 3 250 6eV , to get neutrino

•asses in the eV range requires r"* 10"*°- 10"U.

Fig.9. Dirac mass generation for neutrinos.
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Being v a singlet the Majorana mass •* is allowed by

SU(2)xU(l), and at variance with m » which is related to the scale
o

of the SU(2)xU(l) breaking, «R is a scale independent quantity. It

is clear that the presence of m breaks the total lepton number

symmetry since the combinations v* v and v PC have tm1 and £"~2,

respectively.

Although m can be just a bare mass term it can also

arise from the vacuum expectation value of a singlet S(2)xU(l)

Higgs field a. Here one introduces a lepton conserving coupling

" fe c

This coupling does not violate the lepton number 1=2, i. e., it

is invariant under a lepton number transformation

(2.20)

' » mxa> o

When this symmetry is spontaneously broken the Higgs field o is
%

written as

" 95 < V« * Pm * L*" )r (2.21)

where v « /2 <o> m 0 is the vacuum expectation value, while the

fields p and %* *re massive and mas»less (Goldstone) fields,

respectively.

Therefore two masses *rm possible *or pRt

IS



m explicit M »
" C2.22)
hv spontaneous M S S .

and 3C can can be expressed in term of the f i«ld vf as

£>

Th» Hajorana M S S «^ violate. SU(2)xU(l) and conssi|usntly

it cannot b» mn explicit «ass tmrm. A possibility to ganarat* •** is

through a Yukawa coupling of a Higgs triplet field

*.* - I I <2-24>
tTH% A"

to the lepton doublet

" " ' " "* I • h. c , (2.25)

Mhich is invariant under lepton number transformation

t * I' - e"** 1. (2.26)

if 2 carries «--2.

By keeping only the pure neutrino part of 3S mm get the

Lagrangian

g
- - 55 C i.CA°wM • í ( A O ) V ] •»• h . c . ( ( 2 . 2 7 )

16



which is totally similar to j£, given by eq. (2.19), and after the

symmetry (2.26) is spontaneously broken, the A° takes th* fore.*

?5 tvi * Pi * **7 }' Í2.28)

The quantity v • V2<A°> is rather iiell bounded experimental ly

[Pec 89] and one gets

Jj - g vt, vt S 17 8«v , (2.29)

while X?* can be put in the form in the same form as 4?v, i. e.,

(2.30)

2.3 Why is neutrino mass pma^l? The set.*—saw mechanism.

As explained in the previous section neutrino masses,

whether coming from bare mass terms or Yukawa coupling (through

Higgs mechanism), arm arbitrary parameters. That is, they mrm not

calculable and have to be obtained from experimental data.

The neutrino masses, if nonzero, must be small when

compared with all other mass scales and the sem «aw mechanism [Van

79, Gel 79, Moh 80, Doi 893, which will be discussed now, provides

a theoretical way to understand their smallness.

In the same way as the Dirac mass • is induced when the
D

S(2)xU(l) symmetry is broken it can be argued that the right-handed

flajoran* mass m", which explicitly violates the lepton number

17



conservation and is seal» independent, arise* fro* the symmetry

breaking of grand unified theories (GUT) of the strong and

electroMeak interactions. This demands two vastly different

•ass-energy scales for m and • ( • » • ) corresponding to two
M O M B

different stages of symmetry breaking, i.e.,

BUT • S(2)xU(l> •» U(l)

On the other hand from eqs. (2.17) and (2.29) it seems reasonable

to assume that m 2 aL and thus a natural 'hierarchy to imagine for
D M

the «ass matrix (2.1O) is that

•" a H » • » •*- 3 0. (2.31)
M DM

Therefore

3 I | . (2.32)

and its eigenvalues are» approximately 19 3 - e /H), • 3 - mf/H
0 » 9

and e 3 fi. The sign of • is irrelevant as i t can be changed

through the chiral rotation r N • N {9 + -9} as in eq. (2.9). Thus

ne end with the eigenvalues and the eigenvectors of n of the form

•i

S M f M Si —r- «v • * fi n

(2.33)

mnd from the inverse relations

18



n « E U N SEN • —==- N

(2.34)

,"• J J 2 II f

and the eq. (2.8) we see now that

M
it,

12.39)

Tharsfora v is «ostly N and v is dcMinantly N and th»

:haniM allOMs a light l*ft-hand«d neutrino to «Mists, which for

all practical purposes, agrees with the eassless neutrino of the

standard eodel.

2.4.The process with a eaioron emission tflfl• •-ri lira wi -nwrnm n u u m. B ^ - H U U " W * * " * M 1 1 **^

As Mentioned before it is possible that lepton nueber is

an exact global syeeetry which is» however, spontaneously broken,

with the creation of a zero eass Golds tone boson called «aj

There mrm two possible types of «aj or on bosons x* »"** *!*•

on whether v or vm acquire a Ha j or ana «ass, and are related»

respectively, with the SU(2) singlet field 9 and triplet field 2.

The first one (CMP-eajoron) was introduced by Chikashige» Honapatra

and Peccei [Chi 803 and the second one (GR-eajoron) by Gelalni and

Roncadelli [Gel 81].

As easily seen froe eq. (2.23), the coupling of the

CnP-eaJoron to neutrinos is given byi



h -
2

and by ««king us» of aqs.(2.34) thasa aajoron-nautrino intaraction

can ba axpraaaad by Mint of physical fialds N and N •

In tha casa of OR aodal, howavar, no RH ntutrino is

prasant and tha only nautrino «ass which an tars into tha play is

aL. Thus» tha substitution A •» N should bm dona in aq.(2.3O) and

tha aajoron-nautrino coupling raadsi

Ma will discuss only tha GR-*aJoron which has a faw aora

axpariaantal consaquancas CPac 89). Tha Pft dacay accoapaniad by tha

aaission of a aajoron Iftfi ) is raprasantad schaaatically in

Fig.6.

Fig.6. Tha flfl dacay mod* with aajoron amission.

20



Th» on» faaúly t r w U i n t of neutrinos pr»s»nt»d in this

tion can easily b» generalized to a syste» of n LH neutrino» v

and n RH neutrinos v d * », \t% • ••)» corresponding to n

f*« i l ies . Consequently M» Mil l have th» saa» Mount of neutrino

fields A. and Jf. , each on» of the* expressed as a superposition of

2n Itejorana neutrinos with «asses «.. In particular, the electron

neutrinos take now the for»i

Zn tn
r U N | ^ r - r V N . (2.38)

At the saea tie» th» weak current (1.3) reads now

12.3»)

and th» Langrangian (2.37) is generalized as

i "
• I" 5 •

i.k«i

3.NUCLEAR STRUCTURE INVOLVED XÜ DOUBLE BETA DECAY.

3.1 Double beta decay life ti«

Having established the intieat» connection between

no-neutrino ftft-i3wcmy and neutrino physics w» now turn to th»

problmm of extracting information about the neutrino fro» th» data

21



on th« decay. The detailed «valuation of the flfi dacay ratas can be

found in nuMrou* articles £He» 84, Doi 83, Vkr 86, Nut 88a, Dai

88]. Therefore in this -or* only the final result for the O*«O*

transitions will be presented. Moreover, the attention Mill be

liei ted to the «teak rfaailtonian

V h •*" ""ViA. • k p V M < • <311

J is the hadronic current given by%(i.4).

Concerning the 0**2* transitions, the contributions

cosing froe the flflou and P0OVM «odes *rm negligible CDoi 85, Ooi

B8aJ, and their aeasureeents eainly provide information on the RH

•teak current» i. e.» on the parameter n. On the other hacd, it is

also worth noting that, the nuclear structure of the first excited

2* states (due to the quadrupole degrees of freedoe» i.e.» shape

and pairing vibrations) is euch sore coaplax than that of the

corresponding O* states. As a consequence, the uncertainties in the

estiaates of the nuclear matrix elements involved in the O*-»2*

processes could be fairly larger than in the case of the 0*-» O*

decays.

For the Haeiltonian 13.1) the inverse half-lives can be

cast in the form

CO* • 0*) J"f - ̂ frMrK (3.2)

«•here T and T contain inforaation on particle *nd nuclear

physics, respectively, while T is a kineaatical factor whirh

22



» th»

Th» vai of T

C3.3»

" J?

tightTh» »u» «stand» cnly

V-
Th» nuclmmr mmtrkm t l w m t X toof th» foras

C3.4I

oioanstatoa fo<20

transition «aplitud»».

Conc»rnin« th» decay thay ar» usually

(3.3)

D(Io> 13.4)

mhmrm ̂ ^(1-1) • wft" and ̂ ( 1 - 0 ) m . Th» tora <0*| and k»t |0*

•tantf for th» ground-ctat» M V I function» of th» final and initial

nuclvi, re»p«ctiv»ly, and O^d) mrm one-body operators•

*- C C3.7)

23



with <p|t^|n>»l. Th* energy denominator D(la), expressed in natural

units (h=c=m "Dt reads:

D(Ia) = E - E + T / 2 + 1 , (3.8)
ta \ o

Mhere T i s the 0-value of the decay. Final ly , the sum in eq. (3.6)
o

extends over a complete set of intermediate nuclear states |I ;a>.

The ftfi and (i(i decay modes possess the same matrix
OU OKM

element T , with

JK I Jl" • <0*| E H( |r-r. I ,D)5(k) *a(l) t (k)t. (l) |0*> (3.7a)

EH(|r -r|,D)t^(k)t (l)|0r> . (3.9b)

The function H(r,D) is "the neutrino potential", being D

a "typical" excitation energy D(Ia) of the intermediate nucleus,

and for light neutrinos, with masses m « D % 40, it can be

approximated as [Doi 85, Tom 86, Eng 88, Doi 88]:

H(r,D) - (R/r)$(x) , (3.10)

where R is the nuclear radius, x»Dr (with both R and r given in

natural unitsi Ifm»2.58x10"fn.u.) and

- %- Csin(x)ci(x)-cos(x)si(x)3 2 e"* 9 X . (3.11)
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Fig.7 SUÍ» energy spectrum of the two electrons emitted in various

double beta decay processes.

The explicit results for the kinematical factors T^ «re

given by Doi et al.CDoi 85, Doi 883. Owing to the three body phase

space , the MQV decay is kinematically favored over the other two

processes. Indeed, as for thi» proces. the final state contain,

only two electrons and the residual nucleus, the electron »u«

energy spectra is a ó-function at the value of the allowed energy

release Q . Contrarily, the »nd flfl
flf) - e ^ ef 2m#. Contraily, W2%/ flWM

decays, lead, respectively, to five-body and four-body final «tate»

and, as a consequence, both exhibit continuous sum energy spectra.

Evidently, these spectra should have different shapes and this

difference in kinematics can be used, at least in principle, to

distinguish among these two decay modes. This is illustrated in

Fig.7, which shows that the peak in the sum energy spectrum for the

majoron emission is clearly at a higher value than that for the



ordinary ft?-decay. Nevertheless the former process «ay become an

important background in the electron spectrum in (){i decay counter

experiments.

so r

0.0 0.5 !0 1.5 2 0 2.5 30
Energy (MeV)

8 Th» observed sue, energy spectrum of two-electron events in

• * Se [Ell 87]. Thresholds of 190 keV and 800 keV were imposed,

respectively, on the single electron energy and on the sum energy

of the «vents.

The sum energy spectrum for the two electrons, measured

for the first time by the group at the University of California by

studying the decay of "*Se [Ell 87], is shown in Fig.8. The

reported data represent 796O h of run live time and corresponds to

36 ftP-ctocay «vens. The experimental histogram is in agreement in

shape with expectations for the (i(*tv process normalized to 1.1x10*°

yr. This result is consistent with the geochemical measurements of

Kirsten [Kir 86] and Manuel [Man B6] and the cosmochemical

measurement of Marti and Murty [Mar 85], Thus, it boosts confidence

in geochemical and cosmochemical measurements of ftft-dmcãy lifetimes
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for other elements. Just from the shape of the spectrum in Fig.8,

it can be inferred that the ftfi decay has a considerable. weaker

rate than the ftp decay, and this fact Mas used to set the bound
Of

|<g >|<1.9xlO~* on the majoron coupling [Doi 88a].

3.2 Nuclear structure models used jn. the evaluation of the double

beta decays.

From the previous section it is clear that reliable

evaluations of the nuclear matrix elements T are essential

prerequisite for extracting information on the neutrino physics

(contained in the quantity T) from experimental data on the

cay lifetii

At the time being there mrm mainly two nuclear models

which mrm intensively used in the literature for the calculation of

the ftft-dmc*Y processes! namely the shell model (Sff) and the

quasirarticle random-phase—approximation (QRPA). Application of the

conventional 811 technique is limited to the decay *"ca-»**Ti CHax

84, Zam 82, Sko 83, Tsu 84, Wu 83]. For heavier flfl emitters the

configuration space turns out to be too large to be handled. For

instance, in the case of 748e, with four protons and fourteen

neutrons distributed among valence orbits p , p , f and

g . the model space has 210.777 configurations 0* CNut 88a].

Owing to this reason many people [Hax 81, B2a, Sin 88] have

recourse to the weak-coupling approximation (WCA), which

drastically truncates the number of configurations. Within the HCA

the total Hamiltonian is conveniently expressed as [Sin 88]
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H » H • H • H , (3.12)
p n pn

where H and H describe the effective Haailtonian in proton and
P n

neutron space, respectively, while H denotes the effective
pn

interaction between protons and neutrons. After solving the

eigenvalue) equations for protons and neutron systems separately,

from each system a relatively small number of proton states JP and

neutron states Jn with lowest energies *rm taken. With these states

the proton-neutron coupled basis vectors |Jp,JniO > mrm build up.

Finally, the wave functions of the initial and final states mre

obtained from the diagonal ization of H in this new basis. The
pn

number of |JP,j"|O*> configurations, although still large in same

calculations, is always strongly reduced whit regards to the number

jof original multiparticle states. For instance, by employing this

procedure, in a recent calculation tSin B8] of the decay 7*8e*7dSe

the largest matrix occurs for the 7*Se and has dimension 2792.

In the QRPA, which is discussed in the next section, the

nuclear interaction is represented in a more schematic way than

within the SH but it deals with by far smaller configuration space.

This allows for a more detailed analysis of the degrees of freedom

relevant for a particular process.

5.3 Quasioarticle random, phase approximation (QRPA),

As in the case of the WCA the Haeiltonian considered here

is that given by eq.(3.12). Each of the quantities H and H , in

second quantized form, is given by
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* t 3 - 1 3 )

where the subscripts t ( r ) stand for p(ft) or n(u), with Tst,m and

all the notation has the standard mean ing t e. is the single

particle energy (s.p.e.), c* (c ) are the single particle creation

(annihilation) operators, the label * denotes the matrix elements

with respect to antisymmetric states, etc.. The Hamiltonian (3.13)

is diagonalized through quasiparticle transformations [ROM 70, Sol

76, Rin 80]t

and reads

E * t « T «T » (3.15)

where *. are the quasiparticle energiesi

J j t , (3.16)

with X. and A. being, respectively, cheaical potentials and the

energy gaps. The BCS ground state is represented asa

|0*>-|0p>|0ft> I |Ot>- n <"t + vt •; *l )\> , Í3.17)

where |> represents the particle vacuum.
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The second-quantized version of H is given by

Mhar» the symbol t t denotes normal product of fernion operators.

After perfor«ing the quasiparticle transformations (3.14) the

proton- neutron residual interaction can be put in the form:

H » H • H • H , (3.1?)
pn zz o« «o '

with

V"

(3.21)

To solve the QRPA equations [Row 75]

í"*<O|CO(T|a) ,H, 0* (Ij^)3°|0>

' ~ «._ à_ „ . (3.22)

where 12(21+1) *'' f the excitation operators 0*(I;a) are

approximated by M\ expansion

0*(I;<») - E C X(pnI;a)Ca*a*]1 - V(pnl ;c) £•„• I1) , (3.23)
0
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and one gets

E tA(pn,pn;I)i(pnI;a)
p-n-

•B(pn,p'n';I)Y<pn'I|a)3 ,

(3.24)
U **n+ ci>io)Y(pnIia) — £ [A(pn,pn" ;I)Y(p'n' I ;a)

p*n-

+B(pn,p'n'iDX(p'n'I|a) 3 t

Kith submatrices

A(pn.pnil) « ÍUpVn"p.vn.+ vpun vp.un.)F(pn,p'n';I)

* i u p U n U p U n * VP
Vn vp.VR.)G(pn,p'n',1) ,

B(pn,p'n'|I) « (vpunup'vn#+ Upvn vp'unm )Fipn*p n *li (3.25)

" iupunvp'vn * vpvn u P '
u n } eCpn.p'n'U) ,

where F and 6 are respectively the particle-hole (PH) and

particle-particle (PP) matrix elements as defined in CFuJ 65].

The excitation energies E in the odd-odd (A,Z+1) and

(A,Z-1) nuclei arc related to the QRPA energy w as:

E - E - I BW P " (3.26)
I<3

where E is the ground state energy of the parent nucleus. The

corresponding transition matrix elements arm expressed by means of

the forward and backward going amplitudes X and Y in the form



<p|©>(I)|n>CupvnX(pnI;a) • vpu

C3.27)

pn
<n|©_U)|p>CvpunX(pnIja> • upvnY(pnI|a)l

p u n p v n

The transition strengths defined as

««.CD - **CHal| C3*28)

fulfill ttm vu* rulmi

Stl)-S <I) - 2T (2I-H) ,
• — o

(3.27)

Mhsr» T »(N-Z)/2 is the ground-»tat» isospin.
o

l.£ Rsconstruetioq qf Isospin and Soin—isosnin Svmmetrjgs

It is ««all known that, «van when ths- isospin-brvaking

Couloab forca is not includad in th» hamiltonian H, the Mhole

structure of isospin invarianc» may be demolished in an approximate

treatment of the eigenstates of H. In other words, the

isospin-invariance -breaking arises front the approximation that is

introduced and not from the interaction. As a matter of fact,

Engelbrecht and Lemmer LEng 70] have pointed out that, in nuclei

with T > 0, the isospin invariance is explicitly broken by the

Hartree-Fock (HF) field as well as by the Tamm-Oancoff
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approximation (TDA). They have also shown that the isospin-

conserving description is rtcovtred if th» PN-correlations,

generated within the random phas* approximation (RPA), are included

in the HF ground state in a self-consistent way. Le» CLee 71] has

explored this notion in «ore detail by introducing into the picture

the Coulomb interaction, which leads to a dYPsHJP breaking of

isospin symmetry. His conclusion was that the isospin impurities in

the ground state mrm also greatly reduced by th* PN-correlations.

While the RPA correlations for F transitions mrm closely

related to the isospin symmetry, the quantitative features of

correlations for BT transitions depend on the more detailed

properties of H [Boh 75]. The resulting nuclear states would fora

supermultiplcts and the locations of F and BT resonances Mould

coincide, if the nuclear forces were independent not only of the

the isospin but also of the spin coordinates. Owing to the strong

•pin-orbit interaction in the HF field, the SU(4) symmetry is badly

broken in medium and heavy nuclei and the jj-coupling scheme is

established. The PN-correlations, which are responsible for

building up the 6T resonance, «ay be viewed, however, as a trend

away from the jj-coupling towards the LS-coupling and the SU(4)

symmetry. As shown in Fig. 9, this is reflected by the experimental

energy differences between the BT and F resonances CNak 82]

E - E - ( 26A""S - 37T A*4 ) HeV, (3.30)
OT T O

which decreases as the mass number increases. The first and second

terms arise, respectively, from the spin-orbit splitting and the

PN-correlations and have a tendency to cancel each otherj for

example in fOtPb, E 2 E .
OT F
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Fig.9 Plot of E Q T - E r versus (N-Z)/A. When^the experimental results

overlap ( in the case of 9o'°*lr and *°*Pb) we displace then

slightly with respect to the correct value of (N-Z)/A for the sake

of clarity. The values calculated by eeans of eq.(3.3O) are

indicated by full circles.

In the liait of exact isospin and Uigner SU(4) symmetries

all of the S^(I) strength is concentrated in the resonant

(collective) state |I ;res>, there is no ft strength and the ftft

decay is forbidden , i.e.,

»+(I;re») a } S_(l) a 0 j >*2l,U) s (3.31)

While for the F transitions the relations (3.31) should be exact

results when the Coulomb force is excluded, they only may be

considered as first approximations for the 6T processes. Within the

0CS approximation and the quasi par tide Tamm-Danc'of f approximation

(QTDA) the above mentioned symmetries are always explicitly broken

and therefore the conditions (3.31) are never fulfilled.



Contrarily, within the QRPA these limits can be achieved if [Hal

67, Eng 70, Lee 71]

- upvn<p|0+(Il|n> , Y ^ d . r e s ) - -vpun<p|0^(I)|n>.(3.32)

After substituting (3.32) into (3.24) the fol lowing set of

equations can be derived for the isobaric analog state (IAS)

t * c -p n

v uP < 3 - 3 3 )

c • « • « * U. . • —n Ar • -1* AF

p n r** J =J u n v p ,
p »> n p

where

i -j " E V ^p' ( vn~ V * F(pn,pn;O) , (3.34)
W f " W

and

EJ t, i"
1 ut.vfc. G(ttvt't' ;O) . (3.35)

From (3.16), where

~ 2 E . V ̂ t* ut' Vf <***'<«.*'*'*<» , (3.36)

and (3.26) one immediately sees that

r. - A, | E r - E. • • - • „ • l£ - 4 . (3.37)
c t r*« i p n J "J
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Thus, only MIthin a self-consistent QRPA calculation the condition»

(3.321 arm fulfilled for the F transitions, or equivalently the

explicit breaking of isospm sy«metry induced by the OTOA is

circumvented. In other words : i) the same residual interaction

should be used in solving the gap equations, both for protons and

neutrons and for the PN-particle-particle channel, i.e., G**"> G

and ii) the symmetry energy contained in the proton s.p.e. (• « e •
P n

A_— If. . t where o_ is the Coulomb displacement energy) should be

equal to the symmetry energy U^ . . It is important to stress

that, even when these conditions are satisfied, there is no

reconstruction of isospin symmetry within the OTDA.

3. ft Ô. f*** numerical resu\t,st

For the further discussion of ftp *mplitudes we borrow now

the ^-interaction CIke 64, Fuj 65, Nak 82]

V » -C l*>J>m * vtPt) d(r) t C 9 4fi heV fa*, (3.39)

with different strength constants v and v for the PH, PP and

pairing channels and calculate the 1Z0Te nucleus. In order to

determine the appropriate single-particle spectra and the

interaction strengths v**" we follow the prescription proposed by

Conci et al. CCon 843, which consists in utilizing the experimental

data together with a Wood-Saxon plus BCS calculation. • This

procedure yield» «/**" * 24 and 31 for neutrons and protons,

respectively. The coupling strengths in the PH-channel arm taKen



from CCas 87], namely v • 55 and v «92, while v *od v arc

treated as free parameters. Two different calculations *rm

described!

Calculation HCDi The experimental values of neutron s.p.e.

used and the proton s.p.e. are adjusted according to e • e • o_»-
p n u

U* M. ; • ***•* i* fixed at the value of 28 for both neutrons and

protons.

Calculation IlfClllt The s.p.e. as Nell as the strengths v***r Mere

taken from the experimental data as explained previously in the

text.

Usually two separate GRPA calculations mrw performed lone

for the initial nucleus and one for the final nucleus} and »om«

kind of average is carried out for the resulting Mtrix ele—nts

[Vog 85, Eng 88, Civ 87, Eng 88a, Hut 88, Hut 88a]. This effect is,

hoMever, only of Minor importance regarding the objective pursued

in the present work. Thus, Me Mill only solve the GRPA for the

initial nucleus (szaTe), and the following approximation Mill be

done in eq. (3.6)t

(3.40)

The calculated values of S_ .nd •*tM» with the ORPA , are

displayed in Fig. 10. The most relevant issue, which becomes

•elf-evident at a first glance, is the great similarity between jffv

and A *T. That is, both amplitudes arm very sensitive to the GSC

Mithin the PP-channel and pa»» through :tro in the vicinity of the

minima of S . Below u»e «till be made of this similarity in order to
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draw conclusions about the physical value of v ' , after separating

the? explicit breaking of the SU(4) symmetry from the dynamic one.
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Fig. 10 Th» «atrix elements Ĥ and the transition strengths S_ for

in,Te. The results fro* CI and CII are indicated, respectively, by

dashed and solid curves. The values of M T obtained at the minimum

of 5°* with the s.p.s. from CI and with

39 are shown by dark circles.

19, 20, 25, 30 and

As expected, when the condition of self-consistency

(3.37) is satisfied (or equivalently when the isospin symmetry is

strictly conserved), Ji a 0 and S_ 3 0. In varying «/ when */pavr

is constant, a fictitious deg-ee of freedom is introduced; thus,

the variations of ^H'U and S^ within CI, exhibited in Fig. 10, just

only put in evidence the lack of self-consistency between the

residual interaction and the mean field. It is clear that even

after introducing isospin impurities, i.e., when the condition

(3.37) is not valid anymore, the valu<? of v should not be varied

7.3



independently of the value of «povr. Moreover, from CII it seems

reasonable to state that the self-consistency between </P and v**ir

is now achieved at the minimal value of S^, which represents the

amount of dynamic violation of isospin symmetry and for which

and Mr = 0.zu

The above results suggest that the physically sound value

of vrrt 1°
r * given value of v1*0**, is that which minimizes 5°*. In

other words, it might be expected that at this value of vrr the

explicit violation of SU(4) symmetry should be totally removed and

that the minimum of S should measure the extent to which the

SU(4) is broken by the dynamics of H. In this regard, one sees,

frcm comparison of the lowest values of SOT in CI and CII, that not

only the spin-orbit splitting but also the isospin impurities- play

an important role. However, both minima of 5^ are located almost

at the same value of vrr (= 37) and the corresponding J*OT

amplitudes are very nearly equal (= -0.03). This theoretical

estimate should be compared with the experimental value \A \s£

0.03, obtained from T » 8.54 10Z4y~I CDoi 85] and the measured

lifetime T*"x - (1.4+O.4) 10**y CMan 86].

The location ôf the minimum of SOT does depend on t>poir

and it is moved to higher (lower) values of v when v is

increased (decreased). The results for J«°* obtained at the minimum

of S f with the s.p.e. from CI and with 4/povr « 15, 20, 25, 30 and

35 are shown in Fig. 10 by dark circles. Once the above mentioned

constraint between vTr and t»p*<-r is imposed, i.e.» after

circumvented the explicit violation of the SU(4) symmetry, the

variation of ,*°J with respect to vrr is of minor importance and JHzv

does not pass through zero anymore. This is consistent with the



recent observation of Muto and Klapdor [Mut 88a]» in the sense that

the vanishing of ji" is an artifact of the model.

Just for the sake of comparison let us mention a few

results for the QTDA. Within CI: / » 0.55 and S°T * 3.86 and <«r (

f
varied fro* 0 to 50.

' P) goes fro» 0.062 ( 0.26 ) to 0.075 < 0.40 ) when «£* ( i»'P) is
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»*•Sb nuclei obtained within CIIj (a) is the unperturbed

strength! panels (b), (c) and (d) show the QRPA (solid curves) and

QTDA (dashed curves) results for vrr* 0, 15 and 28, respectively.
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Finally, we discuss the consequences of the restoration

of the isospin and SU(4) symmetries on the energy spectra of

odd-odd nuclei 1ZaI and **aSb, which are illustrated in Figs. 11

and 12, respectively. These spectra are measured with rp*%pect of

the ground state of * Te [see eq. (3.26)] and an averaging

interval of 0.3 MeV was used in plotting the strengths »+(Ija).-
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strengt. , -íneU io), (c) and (d) «how the QRPA (solid curves) and

QTDA (< pp.-d cu ves) results for v • 0, 18 and 37, respectively.
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Host of the results, when evaluated within CI and CII turn out to

be quite similar. Therefore, we only exhibit here the results CII

for the F transitions (Fig. 11) and the results CI for the GT

transitions (Fig. 12). Shown in panels (a) are the distributions of

the unperturbed strengths. The solid and dashed curves displayed in

the remaining panels represent( respectively, the ORPA and QTDA

results obtained with the above mentioned values of the parameters

Mithin the PH-channel and the following PP parameters:

(b) </r* «'*» 0, i.e, the PM interaction in the PP-channel is

totally switch offj *

(c) vrr* 15 and v » 18, which are intermediate values between the

cases (b) and (d); and

(d) v • 28 and *t • 37, for which the corresponding strengths sT_

and 5 are minima.

From the above results for the energy spectra in the

odd-odd nuclei it can be immediately concluded that the GSC within

the PP-channel, although of minor significance for the (1 strengths

*+(Il
a)p they are indispensable in the evaluation of the ft

strengths s_(I;a), as well as, for the restoration of isospin and

SU(4) symmetries. It is worth noting, however, that only within the

QRPA all the F strength is concentrated in one state. In other

words, even when the condition of self-consistence (3.37) is

fulfilled the isospin symmetry is not restored within the QTDA and

there is some spreading of the strength. On the other hand, the

SU(4) symmetry is always partially violated as signaled by the fact

that the GT resonance never exhausts the sum rule, and that a
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substantial part of the strength is distributed well below the

resonance. This is consistent with a recent measurement [Mad 89],

which shows that around 15"/- of the /? -GT strength in *z"l nucleus

lies beneath the resonance bump.

Last but not least it is important to note that the

PN-correlations do not built up the /?"-GT resonance in the *WSb

nucleus. They merely diminish the total S_ strength, through the

effect of the GSC.

4.CONCLUSIONS

Me summarize our viewpoints and conclusions as follows!

(1) The extreme sensitivity of the A amplitudes to the GSC Mithin

the PP-channel, shown in Fig. 10, is artificially generated by trie

explicit violation of isospin and SU(4) symmetries.

(2) Tlie destructive interference between the forward and t ickward

going terms in the (i -GT amplitude, which appears within the VZri,

is not *n accident: the physics behind this cancellation effect is

the approximate validity of eq.(3.31), or more precisely the

partial restoration of*the SU(4) symmetry.

(3) In order to get reliable theoretical results within the QRPA

for the ffyi-decay life-times, or equivalently» to be able to extract

information on the particle-physics . parameter P from the

experimental data, the breaking of isospin and SU(4) symmetries

induced by the HF-BCS approximation should be circumvented.

(4) After fixing the PN coupling within the PP-channel, as

suggested in our recent work [Hir 69] it is not necessary to resort
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anyaore to experimental data on ft -strength in order to estiaate

this eodel parameter. Thus, the VZM is supplemented now with the

predicting powir on the life-tiees for both singla and double ft

decays.
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